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What Price U.S. Health Insurance?
Europeah coun-

A bill has passed the Senate providing
for federal . . . and compulsory, health
insurance.
Nothing is said in the bill about what
this will cost.
This follows a pattern that's becoming
all too familiar in this country of late ...
to sell the American public a proverbial
pig in a poke ... and, as is invariably the
case with bureaucratic panaceas, it will
be exceedingly expensive.
As far as the federal compulsory health
bill goes, we believg it is poor public
policy thus to gull the uninformed, who
are at the same time the poor and the
most needy of medical care and surgery,
since by the very terms of the bill itself
they are led to believe they will receive
top health care without cost to themselves as individuals.
It is high time, as we have said in these
columns often heretofore, that the people
learn the government is everybody who
earns anything, these days. At income
tax paying time most of us realize blessings, in whatever guise, do not fall like
manna from on high, but like necessities,
must be paid for.
From a recent analysis by W. R. Williamson, former actuary of the Social
Security Board, cost of federal health
insurance could be as high as 18 percent
of the national payroll, a plausible medium would be 121/2 percent, and a low
(not to be expected) would be 7 percent.
This would provide medical care and disability cash benefits.

In England and other
tries where government health insurance
has been and is being tried, costs have
run much higher than preliminary estimates ... and services have been lamentably poor. These casts have risen rapidly
of late because many eligibles are running
around from doctor to doctor trying to
obtain diagnosis and prescriptions which
fit waht they woul like to have the matter with them.
Mr. Williamson thinks it only fair to
add the cost of liberalized old-age assistance and survivors' insurance to the
health plan, which would make the cost
run upward to about 36 percent of the
total national payroll. '
For some time it has seemed to us, especially since we have been trying to aid
the promotion of a modern health institution, that a great deal of work is needed
to educate the masses of people to preventative medicine, proper personal hygiene, check-ups by doctors at regular intervals . . . and such long nourished beliefs as that hospitals are only places
where people go to die.
Along the educational line also, we
think, should go full light on costs, to the
nation and to eoch individual who works
for a living, of such a plan as is being
proposed now at Washington, together
with a careful exploration of the whole
subject if not by every person who can
read, then by leaders of Homemakers
clubs, Farm Bureaus, teachers, preachers
and all those to whom we look for guidance.

The Governor Speaks Truly
When the Governor of Kentucky says
the State "must give her sons and daughters mo're opportunities at home" he is
talking sound sense . . . and playing on
the heart-strings of every decent parent
within the borders of the Commonwealth.
He ought to have the widest possible
publicity on his utterance.
His words, above quoted, were spoken
at a Founder's Day celebration at the University of Kentucky last week . .. and he
was stressing the migration of Kentuckians, especially young folk, to the industrial centers of the North and East.
We have wept some tears ourselves, in
these columns, about this greatest of all
passible losses to Kentucky ... the flower
of our youth moving onward toward
brighter horizons; and annually the figures are distressing when graduating time
rolls around and so many young folk,
from the most favored of our homes and
upon whom we have bestowed the best
educational advantages developed within the State, leave the abodes of the parents and the beloved soil of Kentucky, to
seek their fortunes elsewhere ... because
the prospect for gaining a more abundant
livelihood seems, and is, so much better
elsewhere.
The most casual examination of the
history of our sister states in the last 50
years and more discloses that Kentucky
has furnished a sUrprisingly 'large number of them with governors, members of
fitholurs soldiers wnd
—.Cetngress;

personnel presented the "MemIf I had a million dollars
phis Belle" in one of her war time
top
on
up
I'd be way
fighting missions. The circuit
And I'd never have to turn
courtroom was filled to capacity
around
for this stirring motion picture.
When I hear ,a nickel drop.
—Exchango
*
*
Logan county is moving right
Yet, if you had a million dollars
along with its new hospital proYou'd still worry a lot
ject, the county having voted
For Uncle Sam's suspicious guys
$250,000 bonds as its part of the
Would quickly grab the pot!
*
cost. The health institution will
*
*
have 52 beds, cost $480,000 overadvertises
use
Our courtho
all. Actual building will begin in
do
visitors
and
Princeton well
April.
free,
most of this advertising,
*
*
*
when they tell folk elsewhere
Night disturbances in henhouses
with whom they come into conbe fewer
tact about it. But some other out our way ought to
things here give us bad publicity . . . since Jackie and David killed
that was
... our worn out Main street, our a possum the other night
muddy drinking water, our over- roosting atop our garage.
crowded schools, our inadequate
Coaloil and gasoline used to
sewerage system, our numerous
kindle fires have caused three
surface toilets, our town hog lots
deaths in Lyon county recently
and so on. All good citizens are
Kenaware of this and, I believe, a . . . others elsewhere in
good many are ready to do some- tucky. This is one of the practices
of grandpappy's day which ought
thing helpful about it.
to be abandoned.'
*
*
*
A sign seen in a good many ChiClyde Reeves said the other cit*
cago eating places reads: "Why
he does not expect anything miriss it ye are so soon old, und so
aculous to result from the special
late schmart?".
A
*
*
session of the Legislature, now
Merchants in progress at Frankfort . . . but
Princeton Retail
were well pleased with results does believe that, with new asof their Dollar Days sales event sessment laws enacted, things will
get better, steadily, instead of
last weekend and Monday. With
worse, as has been the case the
'fine weather Friday and Saturday, stores owners said Friday last 75 years or so, in Kentucky.
*
*
*
surprised them with its sales
Many persons here do not bevolume, while SaTurday was fully up to expectations and Mon- lieve the tax rate will come down
day was also a big day. Several in Caldwell county, no matter the
said they had to dig out additional level of the assessment; and this
bargains, their first Dollar Days is one of the big impediments to
success of the effort made here
specials all having been sold by
the last six months.
mid-day Saturday.
*
*
*
*
*
•
Well, Rome was not built in a
Cumberland Manufacturing Co.,
day . . : and it is not sound to
Princeton, was among Kentucky
expect all our tax evils can be
concerns to receive refunds on
corrected in one season. It is not
federal income tax payments last
too much to hope, however, that
week, the local company getting
back $12,208 from Uncle Sam. H. many who have not been listing
their property at anything like
A. Keach, Hopkinsville, got $7,069
a fair level because their neighas a refund.
*
*
*
bors didn't, may get a new slant
on equitable assessments, for
That Princeton youth is highly
their own and the community's
interested in thb Air Force of
benefit, as a result of experience
Uncle Sam's defenses was abundgained in 1948-49 . . . and beantly evidenced here Saturday
cause of new tax laws.
night, when the local recruiting

physicians . . . who have scaled the
heights.
The University itself has sent many
men and not a few women to high posts,
where they have and are now distinguishing themselves and bringing bright blessings to their adopted states by their fine
service. The same is true, as everybody
•
knows, of Old Centre College, of Transyl—__2
vania, Georgetown, Kentucky Wesleyan,
—"-‘
(r
our State colleges and other institutions
,,,.- ,
,,.---e
of higher learning in the State.
es
last
The Governor said at Lexington
#4
e
... ...",......
week: "I hope the new generation (of . ..
"Nr.mir
to
Kentuckians) . . . will not be content
expend its genius in the mills and fact•
.--..
.......,,,,,..
re
ories of some other state than Kentucky" (
.... but said the great losses will continue unless we meet the challenge and bring new
industry to the State, while finding new
uses for our resources and developing
them here at home.
What the Governor said about Kentucky is especially applicable to Princeton
and Caldwell county: We need right seriously to consider now how best to improve this community, that it may be
sufficiently attractive to our young folk
to hold them here; for if we permit the
•••••••A
same conditions to obtain during the next
generation which have prevailed here in
the past, we will pay a heavy price in
destitution of proper leadership for the
anew,
community and so, surely fall far behind
- in the swift march of progress which
.
.
swerve-the world..todayt
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JOIN THE BAND
BOOSTERS TODAY
MEMBERSHIP $1
Show your pride and support for Butler's great concert and marching band by obtaining the Red Card for 1949. Be a booster for
a buck. Contact any of the following boosters who will be pleased
to furnish you a card:
C. C. Bishop, President; Billie T. Gresham, Vice President,
Mrs. Don Boitnoft, Secretary; K. V. Bryant, Director.
Melvin Fralick, Ezra Franklin, Howard McConnell,
Thomas Winters, Bob Catlett . . . or any member of the
Band Boosters.
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and industrial Development Board. and
to other agencies for community service.
Names of all the cities and towns to be
reached by Bement and Armstrong are
too numerous for the space available, so
I'll publicize each community as it puts
itself on the civic progress map.
It took nearly a whole page in the Sunday Courier-Journal to tell about Community Week in Somerset and Pulaski
county. Practically the whole town of
Somerset, to say nothing of communi
leaders from all over the county, p icipated in the week-long program.
In the near future the w e story of
the Committee for Kentuc and its work
will be told in a book •• be published by
Harper & Brothers • y Harry W. Schactthe organization. The
er, president
great publishing concern
editors of th
think the book is a topper in its field.
The Committee for Kentucky has about
nine months to complete the job it set
out to do. Then the work will be taken
up by another organization. Whether my
own work as publicisi of civic progress
in the State will continue for an indefinite
period will depend on somebody's willingness to syndicate my weekly pieces. I
think the work of putting Kentucky up
among the foremost states in the Union
will only be off to A good start by the end
of this year. Realization of our hopes
may take 10 years.

WOOD
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their last roll call?
oil the drums. Read out their names in
onor.
This may be the last time.
An idea that only government is good gains
strength. It calls such people stupid, selfish,
wrong, not to be tniated.
Read out their names.
The settlers (remember Standish, Bradford,Boone,Clark?)who founded a nation
In a wilderness. The stubborn believers,
the misfits of Europe, all the minorities
persecuted by powerful governments.
The civilian soldiers of America's wars,
miserable but courageous, frightened but
letermined, who fought to prove that
power couldn't rule them.
The statesmen (Lincoln was one) who
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New Civic Work Plan
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Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
The Committee for Kentucky has a
new plan for leadership education and
community service.
Instead of doing most of its community work through the main office at Louis.
ville, the organization will have nine
Mayfield-Paducah, Hendersonareas,
Owensboro, Bowling Green-Glasgow, Corbin-Harlan, Prestonburg-Hazard, AshlandMorehead, Lexington-Bluegrass, Covington-Northern Kentucky and BardstownElizabethtown.
Headquarters will be established in one
town or city in each area, and for about
one month, Maurice D. Bement, executive
director, and James W. Armstrong, community service reader, will work in cooperation with local civic leaders in all
the cities and towns in the area that
evince interest enough to justify the assistance available.
In other words, the community developmeht service of the committee is going to
establish itself much closer to the people
it may work with.
Communities wanting assistance on
irveys or specific problems, jobs calling
r work the Committee for Kentucky
inot do, may have their requests passalong to the Bureau of (Immunity
vice of the University of Kentucky,
ray State College, the Kentucky
inber of Commerce, the Agricultural
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led their nation through trials to greatness, yet humbly kept their powers servant
to the people.
The men and women of business who
dreamed, invented, risked — to build an
industrial nation with the highest standard of living in the world.
The generations of people who created,
tried and kept alive the idea that men are
greater than nations, who learned that
freedom must be defended from government power.
Step by step, the things they lived for go.
As another "control" or two appears. As another hard-won freedom is bargained away
for an elusive "security."
Today, it's• project to put the federal government directly into business -by building

KENTUCKY

UTILITIES

a giant fuel-burning electric power plant at
New Johnsonville, 'Tennessee.
It is more than, one power plant that Congress must consider. It's the precedent that

can allow government to take over all the
electric light and power busineases--and then
whatever other businesses State Socialism
calls for next.
*

*

*

*

HELEN HAYES stars In ELECTRIC THEATRE every Sunday 8 P. M., CST., QS.
Hear her In "A Study In Charcoal", by
Joseph Cochran, March 6; and In "Autumn Crocus" by Dodie Smith, March 13.

COMPANY

The Service You Take For Granted

*

This advertisement is published by
Kentucky Utilities Company one of America's tax-paying, business-managed electric light and power companies, partly because the New Johnsonville project threatens our business . . . and partly because
it threatens other things closer to 'ou—
your business, your job, your future.
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Boost Tobacco Yields

iiymen of this and adjoining
ties have taken a very imant step toward future imTalent of their dairy herds
they recently completed or:ion of a local artificial
..g association by signing
required 1,200 cows to
i ,ration of the assocfhtion.
! ,uccess of this program des largely upon the members
he association and whether
member takes an active in,t in the operation of and
es tall use of the, services

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE

LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
A.AitOria•di

kesta Pet

ast Awing

mold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES I) MASHBURN
PrIneeton, Ky.
e 893

Forty-seVen (iii mers in hockcastle county reported to Farm
Agent Robert F. Spence that they
produced more than a ton of tobacco to the acre in 1948. Fifteen
years ago, the county average
was 490 pounds. Topping the list
last year was Buford Brown of
Quail, with an acre-record of 3,232
pounds. He raised Ky. 18, with
cover crops of sweet clover, vetch
and rye for the past four years,
and mnnure and fertilizer added.

Institutions Should Produce More Food, Says
Governor Clements

available through it. This is a
program financed and operated
by its members and will be successful only if the members con-,
tinue to use and support it once
it is in operation.
The 25 bulls now owned by the
Kentucky Artificial Breeding Association have been selected not
only for their ability to transmit
high production but also to produce calves of desirable type and
quality. The use of these bulls
should give dairymen of our
county an opportunity to improve their herds materially in
the next 5 or 6 years.
Ladino clover seedings should
be made anytime now through
March. Early March seedings
have a better chance to withstand
summer drouths and furnish
more pasture the first year.
All tobacco growers should anticipate having trouble with wildfire and prepare to treat plant
beds with bluestone and lime,

CALL 51
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
Complete insurance Service
111 W. Market St.

STRAY FAWN FINDS NEW 110ME—Two ix)ys found this fawn
in a Salt Lake City, Utah, cemetery. The animal seemed too
weak to walk so the boys "loaded him on our wagon and took
him home." There one of the boys, Adrian Christensen, 10, gave
instrUctions as his sister, Jeanne, 4, fed the stray from a battle.
(AP Wirephoto)

News From The Pas

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are 'reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
December 9, 1927 Mary Hilda er. Mrs. R. S Pidcock, White
and Jane Pepper, of this city, Sulphur.
December 9, 1927. Clauscine
spent Thanksgiving day at Kuttawa as guests of Preston, Jr., and Baker, DeWitt, visited Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Hunter, near Dawson
Bud Chambers.
December 9, 1927. John H. Friday night.
December 9, 1927. A party wa
Neel is sojourning at Hot Springs,
given at the home of Milto
Ark
December 9, 1927. Miss Tom- Lamb, DeWitt, Thursday night.
mie Baker has returned from a After everyone was tired of playpleasant stay in Washington, D. ing. They listened to music made
by Austin and Troy Lamb.
December 9, 1927. Christine
December 9, 1927. Mr. and
Mrs. Bradie Sigler and little Prowell, of Princeton, spent Weddaughter, Louise, Bethany, spent nesday night with Miss Mary
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Arbie Frances McGregor, Scottsburg.
A continuation of Pen PorSigler.
December 9, 1927
Mr, and traits from Looking Backward:
Mrs. Lawrence Carter called on Emma Coleman, Thalia, a muse
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Herron, Beth- of comedy, with beautiful hair,
steel-gray eyes, expressive of
and, Sunday night.
December 9, 19K. Miss Pansy mildness or sterness at will; a
Hall, of Princeton, spent Satur- very fascinating young lady.
Maggie Machen, a sensitive
day night with Mr. and Mrs. Auplant that is affected by the rude
thor Faughn, White Sulphur.
December 9, 1927. Mr. Homer blasts of wind, though they may
McCaslin and Mrs. Jesse Spang- be laden with the perfume of
ler spent Friday with their moth- flowers; this frail and tender girl
has a host of warm friends.
three pounds bluestone, four
Agnes Satterfield, a beautiful
pounds lime in 50 gallons of water flower, that can be transplanted
using one quart or more of this if a certain young gardner will
mixture to the square yard of only exert his strength to gain
bed. The first application should the sole possession of it.
be made as the plants come up
Lizzie Allison, one of Princeand a second application when the ton's most charming young ladies,
leaves are about the size of a beautiful, pleasing manners, she
dime. Treating after the plants has a legion of admirers.
are larger will not prevent this
Mamie Smith, Mia, one of the
disease. Do not remove the can- Pleiades, whose liquid brown
vas when treating
Apply with eyes shining with a world of tenda sprinkler through the canvas. erness from beneath a canopy of

World War II veterans receiving education or training under
Frankfort --- Farm
managers
the GI Bill are urged by Veterans
and gardeners who supervise the
Administration to include thLt
10,000 acres of land owned by
name and address of their school
the state's penal and charitable
or training establishment in all
institutions gathered here this
correspondence with VA
week for a two-day conference
This information should be included in addition to the clearly at which the program for the
legible, complete name and ad- year 1949 was discussed.
dress of the veteran and the ev•
Gov. Earle C. Clements and F.
tremely important claim nuriber. G. Burd, supervisor of agriculSturdent-veterans
and job- tural
productinn connected with
trainees who follow this advice
the State Department of Welwill expedite any action on their
fare, emphasized that the procase by VA and avoid delays
gram for this year contemplates
often caused by lack of sufficient
that a "whole lot more than has
information contained in corever been done" be accomplishrespondence from veterans.
ed this year in the matter of proVeterans taking institutional
duction.
on-farm training under the GI
The State has added approxiBill must submit reports of their
mately 1,875 acres of land to its
1948 earnings to their Veterans
holdings for the benefit of the
Administration regional office by
penal and mental institutions
March 1, 1949, in order to conwithin the past year, bringing the
tinue receiving subsistence altotal acreage to around 10,000,'
lowances, VA said today.
gradually approaching the goal
Failure to submit reports besought by professional institufore the deadline may result in
tional men of "an acre for each
suspension of subsistence payinmate" of the institutions.
ments until such time as the reThe Governor emphasized the
ports reath VA.
importance of increased productThe reports—covering income
ion of foodstuffs to add to the
front productive labor only, for
the calendar year 1948—will be tables of the unfortunates to the
end that their diet be fully met.
used by VA as the basis for ad"It is essential to the successful
justing each veteran's subsistoperation of the institutions that
ence for the current year (1949).
a full and well-rounded producUnder the law, subsistence al
:
lowance will be reduced if a vet- •tion program be inaugurated,"
eran's monthly income from pro- said the Governor, himself a
ductive labor plus his subsistence
exceeds $210 a month if he has no
dependents, $270 if he has one
dependent, or $290 if he has more
than one dependent.

practical farmer.
Several months ago the Govrnor caused an extensive soil
uilding program to be underaken at all the institutional
arms, 9nd help has been obtained
ions the University of Kentucky's
"ollege of Agriculture along lines
f soil building practices, dairy
erd improvement, hog, beef eatle and poultry improvement, as
ell as truck and field crop finrovement.
Burd pointed out that last year
he institutional farms produced
939,599 worth of foodstuffs—
which, in effect, was an added
OProPriation for the benefit of
he institutions.
Burd suggested that a number
f improvements might yet be
ndertaken at the institutional
arms, together with expansion of
he soil conservation and imrovement program; that the
ivestock and poultry program

Chicken Feeders
Chicken Waterers
Poultry Tonic
Poultry Tablets
Milk Buckets

Breaking Plows
Plow Gears

Improvement Plan
Covers Long Time

Harness and Saddles

Farmers in Boyd county are
planning a long-time, as well as
a 1949, soils and crops improvement program, notes Farm Agent
Henry H. Pope. Objectives set up
by a committee are: Know the
soil through soil tests; drain wet
land; provide good pasture, 11
/
2
acres per animal; 100 percent of
farmers to grow hybrid corn; use
of lime and phosphate; slow down
water run-off by means of terraces, ditches, soil waterways,
and contour cultivation; 100 percent to grow cover crops; take
better care of farm woodland, and
produce more hay of better
quality with alfalfa.
dark brown hair, whose delicately chiseled features and rich
southern beauty mellowed by the
rays of a fascinating smile, and
whose musical genius rank her
high in the ethereal vault of
Princeton's ,t

be expanded and improved, the
livestock ousease prevention program be continued, and cited the
need for additional buildings at
the various institutions.
Spokesment from the university of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture talked with the institutional gardeners and farmers on how better to improve the
production at all the institutions.

Carpet Sweepers
Vaste Baskets
Curtain Stretchers
Ironing Boards

We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

HARDWARE CO.

Call 95-J To Get your
Car and Delivery

L
OWER
SNORTOUTSIDE...
ER
OUTSIDE ..NIGHER INSIDE
NARROWER
WIDER
OUTSIDE .
INSIDE
WIDER
INSIDE

women's
suits hand
tailored
from $45...
Also A Wonderful
New Shipment Of
ENGLISH FABRICS
For Sport Coats.

Come and see the car built for
today's bigger, taller,
more active Americans

IT'S a daring new ear ... nitw in its own distinctive style... new
in the fresh, natural beauty that comes from truly basic design!
It's the new car that dares to be different. It's narrourr outside
... yet wider inside. for the extra elbow room and shoulder coin.
loft you want.
It's shorter outside for easier parking and garaging ... yet this
new Dodge is longer inside for stretch-out roominess. It's lower
outside ... yet higher inside, to give you the head room that spells
added comfort every mile you ride.
See how I /Mgr gives all those things ear owners really want today
... sleek styling with plenty of room . . . flashing performance
with economy
tke proved smoothness Dodge All-Fluid Drive
makek possible. Come in ... get the whole Dodge story ... need

Now totRO-MATIC .

. Frees You From Shifting

Aregaisho if letre Cow

KNEE-LEVFL SEATS—give full imp.
port. Front seat travels five
inches ... rise. onr inrh in moving f
,rd fir I.ener vision.

DOORS OPEN WIDE—itoll stay
at angle of almost 90 degrees.

All-WEATHER

COMFORT—new

NEW '`Off-AWAY" ENGINE—gives

heating and ventilating system
bring. fresh air to all passengers. Bulky parts under hoot

flashing pick-up, faster acceleration. Higher compression engine
saves gasoline dollars.

Easy to get in and out. No arm
rc.cts
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New Disease Of
Cattle Is Threat

THE GARDEN
By John S. Kardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
sonomoo

The time is here to start lettuce and greens, even though perhaps cold weather may later injure them. Not much is risked
as the seed expense is small. An
early start is almost essential in
having head lettuce make heads,
the secret of whose growing is to
have heading well under way
when the warm weather of May
comes
The soil should be made rich,
as with poultry manure or hog
manure. For 250 square feet a
bushel of either should be used,
well chopped in, or when sowing
in rows, a bushel to 250 feet.
Generally the greens are sown
broadcast, a packet to 60 square
feet, or an ounce to 350 square
feet, but there is advantage in
sowing lettuce in drills, harvesting by thinning, to leave plants
standing 6 to 8 inches apart to
snake large plants and heads develop. Or transplanting may be
done to this spacing, not long
after two or three "rough" leaves
have formed.
The most popular early green
is mustard and Southern Curled
is a dependable sort. However,
variety may be had by using also
the so-called "mustard spinach,"
whose seedsmen's name is Tendergreen. This has the advantage of reaching table size as much
as 10 days earlier than mustard.
Another early green is, Scotch
Curled kale.
Grand Rapids is the leaf lettuce easiest to find, but an improvement with regard to "bolting" to seed is the new sort, Slobolt. Simpson and any of the
"butter" sorts are dependable
"loose-heads." Of the sure-heading sorts, Big Boston is the earliest, but soon gone. Longerstanding heading sorts are Imperial, New York and Iceberg,
but the new sort Great Lakes excells all these in withstanding hot
weather. Not to be overlooked is
the smaller sort, Bibb, the LY- est
of all in quality and flavor as each
year more and more Kentucky
home gardeners will gladly vouch.
Margaret Brent, heir and executrix of Governor Leonard Calvert of Maryland, is believed to
have been the first tax-paying woman in America to ask for political representation—in 1647.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on lire.
Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 64
— 117 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

SURVIVE FIRE—Harvey R. Wallace (left) holds his I8-month-old
son, Terry, in a neighbor's home
at Riverside, Ga., after flames
from an exploding oil stove engulfed his home, burning his wife
and four of his five children to
death. Mrs. Wallace, visiting's
neighbor with the baby, rushed
back into the flaming home, in a
futile attempt to save the sleeping children. The neibhor, occupant of the other half of the Imofamily dwelling, carried the baby
to safety. Mr. Harvey had left
for work a short time before the
explosion. Dead are Vera, 10;
Shirley, 8; Leon, 5; and Patsy, 3.
(AP Wirephoto)

How To Fertilize
For Plant Beds
Forty to 50 pounds of mixed
fertilizer, such as 6-8-6 or any
other good fertilizer, is enough
for 100 feet of steamed tobacco
plant bed 9 or 12 feet wide, secording to J. F. Freeman of the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington.
On a burned bed, the woodashes
contain potash, which means a
low-potash fertilizer should be
used. "The whole point," continued Mr. Freeman, "is not to use
too much fertilizer. Where too
much is used, the salts in the
fertilizer rise to the surface in
dry weather and may cause the
young plants to die."
In addition to overdoing the use
of fertilizer, some farmers sow
too much seed, Freeman said. This
means crowded and spindly
plants, when stocky strong plants
are desirable. He suggested sowing two or three teaspoonfuls of
clean, tested seed on 100 feet of
bed. Mixing seed with woodashes
and sand or fertilizer helps to get
on less seed. The mixture brnay be
dampened slightly.
Boxing and putting cavas on
beds as goon as they are sowed
were suggested by, Freeman. This
helps to keep out insects and
tends to prevent baking and packing of the soil.
Sprinkling beds with a bluestone-lime mixture when the first
true leaves form helps to control
diseases. Sprinkle through the
canvas and repeat in 8 to 10 days.
More information about plant
beds can be had at offices of
county agents.

_What It
The
Feder

'(

An affliction of cattle called X
Disease has been found In 91
states and may be In Kentucky,
according to a statement from the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington. It is especially bad
in the South.
A chronic disease only recently
recognized, X Disease may be
confused with mange, said Dr.
Rosa Brown, of the Department
of Animal Pathology. It is more
prevalent in beef cattle than in
dairy herds. The cause is unknown.
"Young cattle appear to be
more susceptible than mature
animals." continued Dr. Brown.
"Severely affected animals usually die. The mortality rate has
been estimated at 4 to 8 percent.
"The symptoms include watery
discharge from the eyes and nose,
poor appetite, loss of condition,
slobbering, depression, progressive thickening of the skin, thickened areas on the muzzle and in
the mouth, weakness and diarrhea.
"Some of the symptoms may be
absent or mild in degree. Diarrhea is one of the less constant
symptoms, while lack of appetite,
loss of condition and thickening
of the skin are generally noticeable.
"The animals may live a few
weeks up to several months. Affected cows produce almost no
milk and their calves may be
born dead or die soon after birth."

UK Language Students
To Study In Mexico
The University of Kentucky
Department of Romance Languages this summer will operate for
the second year in succession an
eight-week school in Mexico for
students and teachers of the
Spanish language. Scheduled for
June 20 to Aug. 13, the session is
designed for both graduate and
undergradute students and will
offer enrollees an opportunity to
study Spanish culture and language at firsthand. The Romance
Language department is now accepting applications for the special Mexican session.
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It Is Time For Us All To
Take Stock Of Our Good Fortune...
A Message To Americans From
Retailers Of Democracy
Let us count our blessings... Yes! .The Lamp of Freedom casts a steady
and conforting glow on the sturdY fabric of our cherished Democracy. And
this gratifying thought reminds us of the many blessings we Americans
too often take for granted. We are, perhaps, the most fortunate people
on the face of this earth. This mightynation, still in rompers, and still
growing, has, by the wisdom of our founders, a most unique blessing .. .
preserved through blood ... sweat .. . tears—namely, our Freedom to Pick
and Choose. Not only in such vital matters as where we will worship, or
how we will vote—but such commonplace ways as what we will wear on
Sunday.
... what we will eat for breakfast. This blessing is the bulwark
against subversion, which produces so many of America's other blessings.

It's part of our job to venture out into the great markets and production
centers of America, and bring back the goods you are going to want—in the
special size. ..shape. . color and model you'll choose. You see, you are
the one who must be pleased, because in America you are the boss. That's
how we do things in a Democracy.

Office

How's

Think of all this when you pass along the well stocked aisles and counters
of Princeton and see the display cards that say, "Democracy Lives Here."
And remember your Fifth Freedom—The right to Pick and Choose, is only
possible among a free people united, with a government... Of The People
By The People... and For The People.

Me time .te
arrow for
air-conditioning!
(so you're sure to hay.it!)
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"Yours is the right
to pick and choose.

Don't be left out in the heat
this summer because you
didn't start planning soon
enough! Get going now—
and be ready when summer
blazes! Forecasters already
predict a rush for air conditioning equipment by Spring!

Sa

DEMOCRACY
WORKS HERE!
... without a free
exchange of goods
you cannot have
a free people

COMFORT PATS!
Yes, workers are more efficient
--absenteeism declines—customers are more plentiful —
patrons like your office or
shop better, when it's air
conditioned. For comfort, for
good business — choose
Chrysler Airtemp Air Conditioning, and get going NOW.
Send the coupon sod*, or
phone

—THE SATURDAY EVENING
POST
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Chinese Tree

Produced on Booths distinguished Majestic
Shape,"Chinese Tree" is as practical, durable
and charming as only fine English Earthernware can be.

flowelgverlors

CHRYSLER oipAIRTEMP

This Ad Sponsored By The Following Retail Merchants:

All CONDITIONING

Send for free information - Mail Today

The price is sensible, too. 5-piece Place Setting,
$7.60
loo.1 Plto loc.*

PRINCETON CREAMERY

CORNER DRUG STORE

MELVIN FRALICK

SULA AND ELIZA NAIL

SEARS ORDER OFFICE

(Mgr. Market St. Red Front
Store)

MORGAN'S

G. HOMER BROWN

BODENHAMER'S

WOOD BROS.

Chryslor Alti000p Al, Comiltloal...

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
STEWART OIL CO.

Ad &on
Phone

affianswais. arak

I do

It is your freedom to Pick and Choose which brings all these wonderful material blessings into the stores and shops on any street ...and keeps them
there. This fact is illustrated in the way stores like ours do business ... We
don't only sell things TO you... we buy things FOR you.

Managers!

Reflecting all the subtleties of Chinese artistry
and restraint, Booths "Chinese Tree" design is
perfectly at home with 18th Century,Colonial,
and the Smarter Modern Decorative Schemes.

WM. M
Allis-C

For example, nowhere is America's bounty better displayed than in the
shopping centers of our town. Your street—our street, is the crossroads of
plenty in this land, and every store—every business on that street is a living symbol of plenty—and of our Democracy.

The women's club movement in
the United States dates from 1868
when the Sorosis Club in New
York and the New England Woman's Club, under the leadership •.florists,
haberdashers,
of Julia Ward Howe, started at
Jewelers, confectioners,furabout the same time.
Hers, and hundreds of others:

Booths

,1
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Hodge Motor Sales
W. Main St.

Pick-

Princeton, K y.
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group of private citizens formed
the National Budget Committee,
made a study and submitted a re
organization proposal.
In 1923 the movement flared in
a spectacular fizzle. A joint congressional committee studied the
reshuffling ever got to first base. matter. The
By Clarke Beach
Brookings Institution
ashington—For 37 years o
Experts on public administra- submitted a plan.
Then President
ent or another has been at- tion won't be surprised if the Harding placed a reorganization
present
proposal
by
Herber
program before Congress, It was
pting to reorganize the execu
Hoover's Commission on Govern- sent to the
joint congress, and
branch of the government.
ment Organization bogged down. Congress turned
it down.
its and pieces of the badly as Yet they have some hope tha
Herbert Hoover seems to have
bled structure have been re- this plan will succeed.
been the next man to give serand rearranged here an
The first president to send
ious consideration to the matter.
thoroug
for
plan
a
no
But
e.
reorgimization plan to the con- When he was
secretary of comgressional executioners
bloc merce, he made some far reachwas William Howard Taft.
ing reorganization proposals pri
had a commission study the mat- manly
affecting his own depie •
ter for two years and submit
ment.
his plan in 1912.
In 1982 Hoover managed to get
Although Congress did noth
Congress to pass the "Economy
about it at the time, some of it. Act of 1932",
which gave him
features were adopted in later authority to
effect reorganizayears. It gave impetus to the gov tions, subject to
veto by either
ernment pension and retiremen house of Congress.
But he sent
programs. To it the Midget Bu- his plan to Congress
in December
reau and the General Accountin 1932, a month
after his defeat by
• r'
Office owe their lives.
Franklin D. Roosevelt. The House NO WAY TO WAKE
A LADY—This wild mother bear wasn't in
In 1920; as soon as the firs of Representatives
promptly good humor as a flashbulb helps end her winter nap deep in the
world war was out of the way,
killed it.
hills of Pike County, Milford, Pa., where John H. Lohman, Jr.,
President Roosevelt in his first Pennsylvania game protector,
waited for hours for Mama Bruin
year in office got the broadest re- to show
herself. Lohman, who took the unusual picture February
organization authority ever given 15, said newborn
cubs could be heard in rear of cave and under
to a president, lie could have re- such
conditions, female bears are dangerous. Nine feet was the
organized through executive or- closest he could get
to this bear, he said. Game protectors checked
der any part of the government hibernation
of six bears last fall but this bear was the only one of
—no exemptions—and only leg- the
six which would come part way from their winter den homes.
islation by both houses of Con(AP Wirephoto)
gress could have nullified his
order. The bill was an amendment
by members of five homemakers
to the Economy Act of 1932.
clubs in Carroll county.
Although armed with such powApproximately 4,500 head of
A $50 savings bond will go to
ers, Roosevelt effected no broad
reorganization. His chief reforms the state ,champion and ;25 bonds beef cattle in Madison county will
in 1933 and 1934 were the crea- to eight other boys and girls, in ue sprayed or dusted for grub.
tion of the Farm Credit Adminis- a 4-H club diary production conSix farmers in the Taylor countration, consolidating various ag- test to begin March 1.
ty corn derby produced 125 to
ricultural credit agencies; creaMore than 100 farmers in Han- 153 bushels of cdrn per acre, and
tion of the procurement division cock county last year grew F 17Afour, 109 to 125 bushels.
within the Treasury, the first cen- 46 tobacco, a variety recommendTo date, 422,000 olishels of corn
tral purchasing Agency; central- ed for wilt-sick soils.
in Henderson county have been
izing all federal disbursing in the
Martin county has 12 volun- put under government seal and
Treasury; and consuliidating the tary fire wardens and one tower
loans.
immigration and natqralization watchntan lo help in controling
Gus Chandler's herd of 15
services within the Labor Depart- forest fires.
Brown Swiss cattle is causing
ment.
Artificial insemination of dairy comment and attention from
Reorganization became a big herds in Hickman county is said
farmers in Rockcastle county.
issue in 1937, when'a Senate com- to be one of the outstanding
prce
Ten cows belonging to Warren
mittee had the Brookings Institu- grams of the past several years.
Vanover of Boyd county averaged
tion make another study of the
Bath county homemakers con- 11,885 pounds of milk a cow the
problem. Then the president ap- tributed 300 cans of milk in one
past year.
pointed a Committee on Admin- month to the baby milk bank.
Fifteen pasture fertilizer demistrative Management, headed by
In Kenton county, 50,000 cows onstrations will be made in FayLouis Brownlow.
have been signed up by farmers ette county this season.
A reorganization act was adopt- in 30 local organizations of
the
ed in 1939, based primarily on the Kentucky Artificial Breeding AsThe organization of a woman's
Brownlow report. It gave the sociation.
rights movement in the United
President temporary authority to
About 40 pairs of handmade States in 1848 was an out-growth
effect reorganizations, subject to leather gloves have been started
of the anti-slavery struggle.
a veto by both houses of Congress
within 60 days. It exempted about
20 agencies, however, from reorgarlization, thus m ak ing a
thorough shake-up impossible.
Roosevelt promulgated two reorganization orders in 1939 and
three in 1940. Congress didn't reject any of them.
The first plan was the most farreaching reorganization ever accomplished. It created the ExecThe Kentucky Renderin9 Works will pick
utive Office of the President, the
Federal Security Agency, the
up your dead stook promptly, free of charge
Federal Works Agency and the
Federal Loan Agency—drawing
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
into them units which had been
scattered throughout the governdaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
ment.
The reorgantzation act expired
in 1941 but was reenacted in 1945.
We pay oil phone charges.
Before the 1945 act expired last
year, President Truman had
submitted seven reorganization
plans, Three were rejected, best
one of these, establishing a permanent Federal Housing Agency,
was later approved.
All of these reorganization
plans did some good, in the opinion of public administration specialists. But, they say, none of
them attacked the problem on a
broad front.
Hoover Commission reports so
'Two For The Show''... And two for the mosey
far indicate that its members feel
as well, the best looking rayon gabardine you
that inefficiency and waste will
ever saw. Accompanying sleeveless cardigan uses
not be eliminated until the whole
a raised stripe of embroidery to outline bright
federal system of purchasing, perbands of color.
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UK Geology Students
To Study In Colorado

iuin

wilt in his tobacco field in
1947, he set half his field with Ky.
16 and the remainder with F 17A.
The crop of Ky. 16 suffered extensive damage, but it stopped
abruptly, said Mr. Litton, at the
row in which the lo 17A plants
were' set, Ile was pleased also
with the weight and quality of
this new variety.

University of Kentucky geology
students this summer will have
an opportunity to explore the
mountainous regions of western
Colorado. The Department of
Geology will operate an eightweek summer camp in the vicinity of Chested Butt, 120 west of
The polar bear Is the moat
Colorado Springs, where students
dreaded natural enemy of the
may gain professional experience
walrus.
in observation and identification
of geologic phenoma. Approximately 40 students are expected
to make the trip.

representing all old line stock insurance companies. A policy with this agency means security
not for a day but for all time to come.
For your insurance needs, call or see

ter

Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(incorporated)

Dawson Springs
IS AGAIN OPEN
For Your Patronage
same old Friendly welcome and Good
Service.
see our Princeton and Caldwell county

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Aetna Oil Company Products
What Sterling is to silver,
New York's Fashion Academy
is to the world of style! This year, this distinguished
authority awarded its coveted gold medal to the 1949 Ford
as "America's Fashion Car of the Yearl" But Ave minutes
behind the wheel will tell you thot the '49 Ford's beauty
is only half the story! When you drive a Ford you
feel the difference—you feel the greater comfort, the "fingertip" ease of handling, the responsive power of the engine. You
get a true road-hug-ging feel of the highest priced cars. Ask your
Ford Dealer' today for a ride in this genuinely
car.

e_oo:wor

Pick-up and Delivery Service .. No Sale too Small

P'POOL'S
Used Auto Parts

Boyd Litton of the Little Brushy section of Rowan county is so
satisfied with a test he made in
1948 of F 17A-46 tobacco that he
plans to use it for his entire crop
this year, he told Farm Agent
Adrian Razor. Having had fusar-

Although women were not gen
erally enfranchised in the American colonies, taxpaying widows
and unmarried women sometimes
were permitted to vote.

We Have Ample Supplies of
GASOLINE AND KEROSENE

Painting and Tractor
And Car Repairing

Finds New Kind
Of Burley Okay

Ky. Farm News

GOULD BATTERIES
MILLER TIRES AND ACCESSORIES
PENNZOIL LUBRICANTS

FENDER
and
BODY WORK

RANDOLPH MOTORS

,IF PRINCETON LEADER.

Evansville, lad., spent the week Birthday Dinner Given
end with her sister, Mrs. Veldln
Mrs. Oscar Boyd entertained
Yandell and Mr. Yandell.
By Miss Nola Wilson
Saturday night, Feb. 26, at her
Mrs. Guy Nichols was notified home on Dawson Road, in
Edd Gresham, who underwent
Mr. and Mrs. Seidon McElroy, veiving tieatment from an eye
honor
of the death of her cousin, Mrs. of her daughter, Sue, who cele- an operation in St. Mary's HosAlton, Ill., spent the weekend specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Brown and J. M. Stone, Sturgis, Friday.
pital, Evansville, Ind., has rewith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
brated her 15th birthday.
Mrs. Gladys Walker and son,
children, Marion, were guests of
Guests were Joan Mitchell, turned home and is Improving.
oy Moore.
Tommy, were called to Erin, Sissy Gresham, Patsy Shortt, Friends and relatives visited him
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown SatTenn., by the death of her bro- Betty Jo
Yates, Joan Ward, Jane Sunday afternoon.
are in Louisville, where he is re- urday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Tram- th;tr-in-law, R. D. McMillan, who Stalling, Anna Lee Darnell, Dot
Mrs. Rufus Overbey has been
died
in
Detroit.
Funeral
and
burmel, Detroit, Mich., have been
Russell, Nina and Bennie Loven, very sick several weeks, but is
called here by the serious ill- ial were In Erin.
of Earlington, Patricia Ann resting better now.
In
Mrs. Leslie Bright , Miss Boyd, Cadiz, and
ness of her mother, Mrs. Dick
Linda Cravens, Jessie Aldridge,
the honoree.
Dalton, at het- home near Crider. Maggie Coleman and Mr. and
Billy and John Traylor Marsh- the children of Billie Cravens
Mr. Bradley Henson is a pat- Mrs. William Coleman are spen- all Ethridge, "Subs" Harrelson, and the children of Gordon
ient in the Kuttawa hospital, su- ding some time in Florida.
Bobby Bridges, Robert Franklin, Cravens have had measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley DeBoe Sonny Phelps, Faye
Miss Nola Wilson, who has
ffering, with gall stones. His conBoyd, of
dition is reported as unimproved. and children, Eddyville, visited Dawson Springsi, and Philip been ill of undulant fever nearly
Good QUALITY
Mrs. Smith Lowery is quite his parents, Mr. and MI•s. M. R. Boyd,
five months, has been confined
DeBoe, during the weekend,
ill at her home of influenza.
to her bed about three weeks
Good WORKMANSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Beavers,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and
now. Callers the last two Weeks
E. T. LaNeave Improving
Mrs. Essie Rucker were Sunday Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr.
Good VALUE in
E. T. LaNeave is improving at were Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mr.
and
Mrs.
Malcom
Blackburn,
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the home of a daughter, Mrs. J. and Mrs. A. Rogers, Mr. arid Mrs.
Good TASTE
Pete Paris, near Marion, Sunday. Mrs. Allie Bugg and Mr. and A. Hemmingway, after being in Claud Storms, Mr, and Mrs. RatMrs. J. B. Ray,Sr., spent last Mrs. Dave Perkins.
the Princeton Marital for treat- liff Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. Denzil
See or Write
Billy Sam Young, Columbia ment
I week as guest of her son, J. B.
Crowe and baby, Paul, Mr. and
Ray, Jr., and Mrs. Ray, Sturgis. Military Academy,Columbia,
Mrs. Ernest Lacy, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Trammel, Tenn., is visiting his parents, Mr.
Algernon Newsom. Mrs. Lilly
Box 334
Princeton, Ky.
Detroit, visited Mr. and Mrs. J. and Mrs. W. M. Young.
May Ladd, Mrs. Peal: Ladd, Mrs.
Phone 698-J
W. Main St. E. Hillyard Sunday afternoon.
Mr. G. C. Ferguson has returnHugh McGowan, Mrs. Grac•s
Oather
Capps
has
resigned
ed
to
his
home
in
Detroit,
Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Young,
after spending a few days here from the B and C Lumber Com- Escape-Proof Windows
pany and accepted a position in
on business.
Approved For Prison
Dinner guests of Mrs. Effie Indiana.
Frankfort — AP — The State
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Melton,
Barnes and Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Building Commission has approvBaker Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Providence, visited Mr. and Mrs.
ed putting escape-proof windows
is
Wilford Baker and children, Joy- George Franklin Sunday.
in Eddyville penitentiary.
Mrs.
Morris
Crowder
has
been
ce and Buddy, Mrs. James Wylie,
J. B. Rieman, commission secMr. and Mrs. J. D. Wylie, Prince- seriously ill.
George Franklin has been on retary, said bids will be requestton, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
ed soon for the job expected to
DeBoe and daughter, Aileen, the sick list since January 17,
cost around $5,000 to $6,000.
Mrs. Jewell Wadell, Mrs. James but is slowly improving.
A convict broke through one
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Franklin
DeBoe, and Mrs. Vic Butler, of
visited the White School com- of the penitentiary windows last
Salem.
year and got away.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- munity Saturday.
The
friends
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
lor, Bowling Green, spent the
end with her parents, Mr. and Rufus Craver were sorry to hear
of the death of their child.
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mrs. Sadie Ike was in town
(Continued from page one)
Mrs. C. T. Henson has been apresident; Sara Jo Riley, secreway from H ow er ton 's store Friday.
Mrs. Edgar Melton and Mrs. tary, and Betty Sue Ennis, re•
c .
several days on account of the
illness of Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Hardin Cummins, of near Mt porter; Farmersville, Linz C.
Henson. She is staying with Mrs. Hebron, attended the spelling Brown, president; Ann Carner,
contest Saturday.
vice-president; Nancy Lou Son,
Owen Crowds- recently pa7- secretary, and Bernard Watson,
_
':.hesed a new eatomooile.
sons leader.
_F trock, Gene Sherrill, president; Jimmy Harper, vice-presiMom Wins Title
Moscow—AP--Olga Rubtzova, dent, and Joanie Harper, secretary; White, Lou Ann Creekmur,
39-year-old mother of five childpresident; Linda Orange, viceC & Better PINE FLOORING
ren, has won the women's chess
$15.00 hundred
president; Ola Mae Clayton, secchampionship of the USSR for
retary, and Edna Lou Duncan,
PINE FLOORING
$10.50 hundred
the sixth time.
song leader; Bethany, Mary MagNo. 2
PINE FLOORING
$ 7.50 hundred
Henson while her husband is in daTine Ruffin, president; Rebecca
Traylor,
vice-president;
the hospital. Mrs. Bradley Hen- Ann
No. 3
PINE FLOORING
$ 5.75 hundred
son is convalescing from Ma•ry Lou Boitnott, secretary, and
Chicks grow fastMary Grace McGregor, reporter.
pneumonia.
This is in Kiln dried and well manufactured by one of the
er, do better, when
Missionary Society of the
largest mills in the south. Lengths range from 4 ft_ through
you give them Dr.
First Presbyterian church will
10 ft. varying in proportion to the grades.
Salsbury's R ENmeet with Mrs. Robert Williams
O-SAL iri the waFriday afternoon.
ter right from the
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Martin, of Mrs. Elvira Valentine
er
sad
start.
Easy
to
use
r-o
1'
.
"
1411
—
ler
near Princeton visited her
•
•
Mrs. Elvira Valentine, 71, died
ma • so
economical. REN-O-SAL,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Tuesday, March 1, in the Prince1 '48
1
:
•
S
gmI
larger doses, prevents meal
70/ A 0,4
during the weekend.
ton Hospital following a long
coccidlosis. Ask for REN-0.
• Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan, illness. Funeral services were
•
SAL. here.
Mir"..1"PitopPitis#
Miss Dorothy Parr and Mr. Wal- conducted Wednesday afternoon
WOOD DRUG STORE ter Leeper were in Paducah in Morgan's Funeral Chapel, the
Phone 611
Princeton, Ky. Monday.
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler in charge.
Burial was in White Sulphur
Cemetery. Mrs. Valentine is survived by several sisters.

Pleasant Grove

Fredonia News

Thursdcl, Mclr,h
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Dunning, Mrs. Vella Dl11114111g,
Mrs. Bill Dunning Mm-s. tlertie
Cortner, Mrs. 0. C. Pollard, Mrs.
Ralph Rogers. Mrs L. W. Rogers,
Mr, and Mrs. Press Lilly, Mn
Corbel Ladd, Miss Fannie Newsom, Mrs. Ar len Higdon, Mrs.
Ruben Dillingham, Mrs Carl
Rogers and daughter, Irene, Mrs.
Leslie Lucid, Mr. and Mts. grey
Scutt and Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
Rogers.

MEMORIALS

W. R. ALLEN
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FREE!
American Ace Coffee
At the regular price, we will give you one pound

If you see

Free Of Charge

'FLYING ANTS'

Saturday, March 5

near your house

At The

you may hove TERMITES

ideal rood Market

Ask For Frog Inspection
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 1,17-J
A.04••••1•••• R•twe•fedukso

Nor e

Ve!-, absolutely free—when you buy two pounds

Cold D
yhece,
cold
At the I
.The sky
goo,.
snow WI
Cellars
00meg
Ia sem
Daces

(JOE Meldl('AN, Prop.)
E. Main St.

or I

Terminlm Coop.

As Advs•tis•cl Iss"Tho 11.00"

Dawson Road

.111011Mia

TERM INIX
s'‘, ORLO ,IARGEst

4,4

tHimilt CONS IL.!

atingsraesill

"BILL DING'S" Business
BUILDING Business

COME /A/AND HAVE
A LITTLE CHAT:
AND WELL ADVISE
OA/ THIS AND THAT

•IN PRICE •III PERFORMANCE

Cdolis=mat.
...I. Immo
i• •••=1
a:000W wits 20 bed sw•
mortmliE5
osh•• ••••1••••• ••••..0••• alma
Ow "idly Wi led•11601.m. C•••• Cimp
We foe a

E. C. BOSTER
_

Princeton Creamery
Phone 161

District Manager
and Distributor
SHADY GROVE, KY.

" •

PENNEY
ALL THE LUXURY OF
HIGH PRICED CURTAINS!

SHOP
PENNEY'S
FIRST
LACE NET PANELS IN NEW
PATTERNS!

$1.55
New designs woven into the lace add a special touch of brightness to the windows. A hard to beat Penney-low price on fine
Beidenherg cotton lace pastels: Easy So-lanstdev. 54"g900 full
•

..Orsosa.n......

. . . for being so good 'n tasty,
so healthy'n nutritious. School
children need the rich, bodybuilding nourishment of milk
Serve YOUR child milk every day.
It's a treat. It's healthy.

•M
CORDWOOD SAVI
OMPRESSOR
SPRAYER
C
SAVI •
C1,-EAFtiNG

County and Local Salesmen
Wanted
See or Write

e

ifeqh "'tatted,

bruslo
'.51.2k
o.

Best Flooring Buy In West Kentucky

g

m!41

gnaw,
&Imo estoprol ura•

. For Better Chicks
Use ,Ren-O-Sal

Deaths & Funerals

MILK

BEATS ALL

National 4-H Club

•

Pairs for $1.88
TAILORED PANELS OF RAYON
MARQUISETTE!

$1.27 ea.
Washable rayon marquisette tailored panels at one special
cash-and-carry low price! 3" bottom hems and 1" doublestitched side hems. Eggshell. 42"x90" (full panel).

•

111111111Mimmr.
Cotton Marquisette

PRISCILLAS

-.-

FULL PAIR,
104" x 99"

A

AOC"
COO.'

Ult
Vta.

Cs143tIll

uxurious-looking cotton marquisette priscillas
ith 9" double-full french-headed ruffles! Back,m-ned, no selvage . .•. fine finish . . . means
'ger wear. Sherrod and Stapleat features in9 easier ironing, fresh-cm-new look after washIvor',

DRAPERY

and

CHEVRON & DOBBY WEAVES

98c yd.

SMART ROUGHTEX WEAVES
Sturdy cretonne fabric In a number
of striking designs and colors.
Vat-dyed. A real sew-to-save
bargain! 36" width.

Finus Nelson, 88, died Saturday,
Feb. 26, at the home of his niece,
Mrs. Milton Sheridan, Princeton.
Funeral services were conducted
Monday in Good Springs Presbyterian Church, the Rev. David W.
Schulherr in charge. The son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Lan Nelson, he is survived by several
nieces and nephews.

Can Black-Draught
Help That Dull,
Dopey Feeling?
TearMack-Dratight.-usty help that
dull, dopey feeling if the only reason you feel that way is because of
constipation. Black-Draught, the
friendly laxative, is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as directed. It costs only &penny or less
• dose. That's why It has been
a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled with such symptoms as loss of appetite, headache,
upset stomach, flatulence, physical
fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to constipation — then see what Black.
Draught may du for :mu Oct a
package today.

Ll•

Let us paint your tractor and farm tools, and overhaul them for the
busy Spring days ahead!
We repair all makes.
We have modern testing equipment and_trained mechanics who
know how to solve-your motor-piablems.
We also have the latest and best type steam cleaner available, and
can clean all grease and dirt from your car or tractor.

GILBERT SONS and ALTON HOBBY
Have Charge Of Our Service Department
Complete Motor Overhaul
Electric and Acetylene Welding

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky.1
Phone 893

Wheel Balancing
New Paint Jobs

SLIPCOVER
FABRICS
Fine fabrics and patterns packed
with value! Printed dobby weaves
and plain blending chevrons. In all
the favorite fashion colors.
36" width.

Finus Nelson

ATTENTION
FARMERS!

79c yd.

IMMEDIATE
YIELD
INCREASES
TI
of
A half-ton application
FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock
Phosphate—just one-half ton
per acre on legumes or legume
seedbeds—will improve both
the yield and feeding quality
of your legumes. And all the
crops following will then feed
on soil enriched. FOUR-LEAF
Powdered Rock Phosphate has
no harmful chemical action,
won't burn or leach out. Ord
er today!
Write to
.
\ Thompson Phosphate Co,
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5,

Battery Charged While-U-Wait

•
Washing - Greasing - Polishing - Simonizing

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Rd.

Phone 127-J

6

e Sevee
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Mrs. lien Wood and daughter, ville, we e guebts of Mr, and Mn.
Washington, on the birth of a son,
Feb. Diane, grid son, tun a Hopkins. Claude R. Wood last Tuesday.
Wednesday,
Wayne,
Stephen
MI. and Mrs. Cleaton Haile,
seven
Pleasant Grove community, on 23. The baby weighed
Mr. and Mrs. I. Z. Lewis were
ounces.
tnree
pounds
the arrival of a daughter, Sandra
• • •
the Sunday guests of Mr. and Alice.
• • e
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ladd, Jr.,
Mrs. Cortez Easley, Shady Grove.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lmiard E. Eg- 402 W. Market street, on the arNOTIV Please call No. PO and give items Tor this pa.' to whoever answers atia phone . . . to expedite handling
of the nines.
Mrs. Mary Thomas is visiting bert, 414 Hopkinsville street, on rival of a son Sunday, Feb. 20
been named
her nephew, Dr. Glenn Dorroh, the birth of a son, Frank Forrs- The baby, who has
Once more, and weather men pre- Milierdine Smith Fox, Jackson
Gene, weighed 10 pounds
Larry
baby
28,
ter,
The
Feb.
Saturday,
Lexington.
Day
Cold
and Mrs. Dorroli,
dict
weighed eight pounds 14 ounces. one ounce.
Heights, N. Y., to Ernest Roucoll,
• • •
There's nothing colder than a Colder, nothing can
. •
• • •
chill the at.
Flushing, N. Y., Monday, Feb. 21, lir. and Mrs'. Clifton Wood
cold day
mosphere—
Mn.
Mr.
Louard
0.
and
Boyd,
J. Rogers, 702
T,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
in New York, N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. nd Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mc•At the season's end:
Spring's too flea'.
Princeton, on the arrival of Gary Maple, on the arrival.of a son,
flour-oil are at home at 5223 39th Connell attended the limace
''be sky is lumped with shifting
—Ida Fasel.
Owen Wednesday, Feb. 23. The Sunday, Feb. 6. Larry Douglas
Avenue, Woodside, N. Y.
gray,
Heidt Parade of Stars program
baby weighed eight pounds.
weighed eight and a half pounds
fall
Owensboro.
before
night.
surely
in
will
night
Monday
Snow
• • •
• •.
•
•
•
white,
stiffy
Fox-Roucoli
breaths
up,
Collars
Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. CampMrs.
Mahan
Reviews
James S. Watson,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
Euen
B.
White,
bend
and
Homegoers
N. B. Cameron
bell, Route 1, Marion, on the
on the birth of
Farmer were in Louisville Tues- birth of a daughter Friday, Feb. Route 1, Fredonia,
In home directions—though fur- Paducah, announce the marriage "Twelve Walked Away"
a son, Dennis Wayne, Sunday,
of Mrs. Whit e's niece, Mrs.
"Twelve Walked Away" by day on business.
naces must be Poked
(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins, Office)
18. The baby, who weighed seven Feb. 13. The baby weighed seven
• • •
Marguerite Gaylord Tate was rehas
been
five
pounds
ounces,
and a half pounds.
viewed Monday night at a meetMr. and Mrs. Wilson Glenn
• • •
ing of the Confederacy, at the left Tuesday to visit their son, named Carol•Yvonne.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam F. Lane,
home of Mrs. J. D. Stephens. Charles, near Miami, Fla., and
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Holloman, Route 1, Princeton, on the arrival
There were 17 members present. other points of interest in the
Route 2, on the arrival of a son of Lois Christine Friday, Feb. 18.
Plans were made for a St. Pat- South.
Wednesday, Feb. 9. The baby She weighed seven pounds four
• • •
rick's Day Silver tea to be given
weighed eight pounds and has ounces.
at 7:30 o'clock Thursday night,
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Butler are been named Danny Marlin.
March 17, in George Coon Libra- visiting their son, Ensign A. G.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Pryor McCollum,
ry. Mrs. Sam Catlett will present Butler, Jr., and family, South
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Campof Memphis, Tenn., were called
a book review.
Bend, Ind.
street, on
N.
311
Seminary
bell,
• • •
here last week during the illthe birth of a son, Larry WinMr. and Mrs. W. H. Miles vi- fred, Saturday, Feb. 26. The baby ness and death of her father, W.
Mrs. Taylor Entertains
B. Davis.
sited the latter's parents, Mr. weighed six pounds.
For Mrs. Olander
• • •
and Mrs. W. H. Ashmore, DawAGENTS FOR
'
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor entertain- son Springs, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Pryor,
• • •
ed with a luncheon Saturday in
the
on
street,
Seminary
S.
500
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal,
honor of Mes. M. M. Olander,
birth of a daughter Tuesday, Feb.
Sylvania, 0., who is the guest of Mrs. Ethel French and Janet
_LONG DISTANCE MOVING
Melanie Sue weighed seven
22.
"Campus
attended
her mother, Mrs. Shell Smith. French
ounces.
pounds
three
production,
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
musical
Guests were M es d ames Carl Lights", a
• • •
Contact
Sparks, R. S. Robinson, J.H. Saturday night at Murray Stet?.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Hunt, 813
JAMES D. MASHBURN
College, Murray.
Calloway, Olander and Smith.
• • •
Birthday Dinner Given
Clifton HolloMrs.
and
Mr.
Getting ahead is more a matter
Robert Simpson, 607 N. JeffHollowell
and
I
Ruby
Miss
planning, than dollars. Some do
well,
of
erson street, was guest of honor
NOW You Don't Have To Hurry or Worry
were in Paduit on twenty a week. Others run
at a s u rp rise birthday dinner Clipper Hollowell
About Buying Your Groceries
behind on ten thousand a year.
Saturday night. About 22 guests cah Sunday. • • •
Our new Personalized financial
were present.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Service for Families and Individuals
Dunbar, Madisonville,
happiness old
Pyron
helps chart a course which assures greater
were Mesdames Ola Beesley,
Mozart Music Club
prosperity now ... and during the years to come.
Bessie Harmon and Ella Dunbar
Birthday Party
This service Is available to borrowers or non-bowmen Flit
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Misses Maggie Dunbar and
and
Members of the Mozart Music
without cost or obligation. Phone or come in fer_01111~
Gresham.
Club met Febraury 15, at the Chariton
information.
• • •
home of their instructor, Mrs.
M. Olander, Sylvania, I
M.
Mrs.
Bernice M. Davis, W. Main street.
Visit Us. We will do our best to please you.
her mother, Mrs. '
After lunch was served in the 0., is visiting
will
Olander
Mr.
Valentine votif, the group en- Shell Smith.
for the weekend
joyed a musical contest, and a arrive today
Phone 470
106 E. Court Square
will return home
talk on composers born in Feb- and they
SOUTH HARRISON
Monday.
Mgr.
WOODRUFF,
Princeton. KY. ilEORGR R.
ruary was given by Vivian Clare
• • •
Across From The Henrietta Hotel
Moore.
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Hal raiNewly eelected officers are
son returned last week after
Peggy Barnes, president, Vivian
vacationing in Florida.
C Is re Moo r e, vice-president,
• • •
SPRING WITH FLING
Sarah Demetra Walker, secretMrs. Yola Carloss, Hopkinsary; and Nancy Taylor, program
ville, was the guest last weekend
. . . that's what you'll have this season In Vicky
chairman.
of her sister, Mrs. R. A. McOther members present were
Vaughn's plaid enticer with its adorable cape-alseved
Connell, and Mr. McConnell.
Betty Morgan, Donnie Harrelson,
• • •
bodice iced with spanking white pique, gleaming
George
Jack Henry, Norman K.
Mrs. Jimmy Jones left Tuesday
OA
little
a
button-nloop trimming and topped with
and Margaret Moore.
to visit her grandparents, Mr.
Absent were Ann Kevil, Jane
and Mrs. T. J. Woodall, Paris.
collar! Those hip pockets match the cape frosting, add
Alexander and Jimmy Catlett,
• • •
excitement to a spring-song of a skirt! A wonderful
Miss Lou Nell Russell, Western
gingham plaid in blue and white, brown and white.
Return From Florida
State College, Bowling Green,
Mr. and Mrs, W. M. Young have was the weekend guest of Miss
green and white or black and white. Sixes 9 to IS.
returned from Bradenton, Fla., Jackie Berger, Louisville, and
where they spent two weeks as attended the Ohio Valley Con$6.98
guests of the former's father, W. ference tournament.
• • •
F. Young, at his winter home.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams atHugh Cherry, Jr., Owensboro, tended the musical production,
W. G. Walrond, Mgr,
was a visitor here Tuesday.
Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner
"Campus Lights," Saturday
night at Murray State College,
Murray.

Wowiefra P

Leader Congratulates

Pe4400tradi

LOOK AND LISTEN!

We have all the top tunes in
RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.

PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

MARCH WINDS MAY BLOW
BUT YOU WON'T CARE/
IF PLANS ASSURE
z
A FUTURE FAIR

13iee maw,

•

—

.11"

We Are Open

7 DAYS A WEEK

5:30 a. m. to 8 p. m.

FULLER'S GROCERY

%Umiak

FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY

YOU SAW IT IN THE
MAKCH ISSUE OF

caiLcwwwa,

• • •

Miss Suzanne Sparks and Jennings Goza, Nashville, Tenn.,
were the weekend guests of the
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Sparks.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis spent
last week-end in Atlanta, Ga., as
the guest of Col. and Mrs. R. L.
Putman.
• • •
Mr. M. L Orange is visiting
his sons, Willett, Bernard and
Joe Orange and their families
in Cleveland, 0.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood
have returned from a five weeks'it
vacation in Florida. ,While there
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. O'Hara and Mrs. A. M.
Luttrell, former Princetonians.
4

petal embroidery
spell? spring
In young half sizes

The national Irish potato yield
increased from 90 bushels per
I acre in 1919 to 182 bushels per
acre in 1947,

White blossoms embroidered
on the pretty pockets ...
Mynette skill at slenderizing
figure flattery underscoring
every lovely line. In Mallinson's
rayon Rusteena, washable and
crease-resistant; navy, jungle
green, brown, tile blue, cherry;
sizes 121,4 to 2214. See it in
March "Harper's Bazaar" . . .
wonderful to wear, wonderful
value!

styles
with flattering new strap variations
...Connie Lo-Heelers are the
ultimate in quality and value.
smooth leathers with
supple,
Of
leather-covered platforms...in
exciting colors and combinations.

YOUNG, FASHION -RIGHT

5.95 and 6.95

10.95

ROYAL DOULTON
FIGURINES
at

The Exclusive Ladies' Store

HOPKINSVILLE. KY.

Walker's Drug &
Jewelry
Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

Phone 77^

41•Ows,

ir

Thursday, Februar 24, 1 949
KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON,
canon the ballot next August, a
must
ioner
commiss
tax
for
didate
hold a certificate stating that he
passed the test prepared by the
Revenue Department.
The tests will be held Monday,
Take
Candidates Must
March 14, at 2 p. m. in the eastTests At Paducah
ern time zone and I p. m. in the
central time zone. Jess B. ThomMarch 14
as, director of the State Proption
Examina
Frankfoit -Al'—
erty Tax Division, included these
sites for candidates for county tax sites by congressional districts.
commissioner have been announcFirst—Paducah, gymnasium of
ed by the State Revenue Depart- the Paducah Junior college.
If a special session of the legment.
is called soon, the GenUnder the law, to get his name islature

Tax Commissioner
Examination Set

—...4111/1111111111.111100

UK Lays Conerstone
For New Fieldhouse

Page Six

Washington
Letter

Governor
Di 11,
Jormer
and
ts
Clemen
C.
Earle
week
Governor Keen Johnson last
Unithe
for
tone
corners
laid the
versity of Kentucky's new field
house-auditorium which Dr. Donovan said would be named Memwas
orial Coliseum. The ceremony
held on Founders Day in commemoration of the University's
establishment in 1885. Designed
structto seat 12,000 persons, the
9,445
ure will be dedicated to the
Kentckians who lost their lives
in World War II.
L. Donovan,

....
,...

MEMORIALS

BUSCH CUMMINS, INSURANCE

We Know That

Henry & Henry

Pleasure
Is All Yours'
----.

Corner Drug Store
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Is The Power Of The Drug

* SICKROOM
SUPPLIES

stop, Look, l.

Where Thu
Ad I

By Jane Eads
Washington—Scientists think
they have found a way to control
Washington's biggest tourist attraction—its famed cherry blossoms. They think they can not
only make them bloom on time
but last twice as lOng.
Park officials are excited over
the prospect. So are the D. C.
commissioners. If the annual
cherry blossom festival can be
extended several days it may atEverybody reads the Leader
tract additional thousands of visitors to the capital.
Normally a good display lasts
from five to 10 days and it witnessed by up to 500,000 persons,
e
half of whom are out-of-towners,
An insurance policy is only as valuabl
for
saps Irving C. Root, superintenas the resources and stability back of it.
dent, National Capital Parks.
Think this over when buying Insurance.
• GOOD QUALITY
"This spring," he says, "it may
This agency represents only Old Line
Anna Louis Strong, expelled
be possible to make the blossoms EXPELLED WRITER Al(iti,
Stock Companies of proved strength.
l
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
on many of the trees stay on a from Russia as an alleged American spy, makes use of newsree
full two weeks, giving up to 1,- microphones as she makes a statement to newsmen on her arrival
*GOOD VALUE
Complete Insurance Service
d Airlines plane. On leaving the
eral Assembly may enact new in New York aboard a Trans-Worl
appear
to
a
subpoen
federal
with a
• IN GOOD TASTE
laws giving more pay to tax com- plane Miss Strong was served
the statement to the
before a New York federal grand jury. In
missioners in poorer counties.
against
g
anythin
see
do
consciously
In some counties now the tax press Miss Strong said she did not
other state. (AP Wirephoto)
any
or
State
Soviet
the
of
security
the
commissionerers earn as little as
$1,040 a year. New legislation may 000,000 visitors a chance to see
It is estimated that more than
set the minimum pay for asses- them at the height of their beau- a billion tons of high grade iron
106 E. Ct. Square
PHONE 248
sors at $200 a month, in addition ty."
Princeton, KY
ore are available in Venezuela Tel, 96
PRINCETON, KY.
doing
to making available to them more
Plant pathologist Horace V. where American firms are
state aid in solving assessment Wester and plant physiologist preliminary work.
problems.
Paul C. Marth developed a fluid
which was "most effective" when
sprayed on the three in a first
experiment last year, just after
the flowers opened.
Not only did the compound prolong the flowering period of three
varieties of cherry blossoms by
about a week. It gave them a
deeper pink coloring, the scientists said. The petals withered
much more gradually than those
on untreated trees and remained
attractive even after the others
had fallen.
That's why we never sacrifice quality.
This spring they hope to experiment with the 'same fluid to
Have your doctor leave your perscriphold back the buds—keep them
from bursting into bloom ahead
of blossom festival time, which
tions with us.
probably will be the first weekend in April.
The fluid is a growth-regulating
compound made up in part, the
WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER
scientists said, of naptha-leneacetic acid, beta-naphthoxyacet129,500
ic acid, para-chlorophenoxyacetic and, a combination of indolebutyric and beta-napththoxyacetic acids. (Now you know!)
Scientists Wester and Marth
Perhaps you're planning to have a change made
say the compound is equally efIs your listing in the new book. In that case.
fective in prolonging the flowerly.
ing period of dogwood blossoms.
please tell us now so you will be listed correct
It didn't do a thing for crabapple
trees, the white horse-chestnut,
Many details are involved in preparing a tele.
wisteria or azaleas, however.
ou
,
;
can
Buy your sickroom supplies where
First tests were made on the
phone directory. So any advance notice you
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
single-flowering Yoshino cherry
ated.
appreci
be
will
give us of changes in listings
•complete stock of quality merchantrees around the Tidal Basin.
dise at reasonable prices. Your order
This year tests will be made on
a
COMPANY
will receive the prompt service that
some of the double blooms of SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPI
•
prescription receives. Try us.
PotoEast
in
n
trees
the Kwanza
W. ie. Mesa Prescriesks. Ch•rrical.
mac Park. Tests will also be made
on the buds of some of the trees.
Superintendent Root says they
will go slowly at first, won't go
"all out" until they see whether
the fluid has any harmful results. None have been noticed
Princeton, Ky.
Telephone 1
yet, however—in fact the scientists think maybe the stuff is
good for the trees.
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CRIME PAYS OFF...1

I

It's mad, mad fun when they
lvmble, stumble and bungle their
way in and out of the underworldt
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Plus These Short Units!
FEATURETTE IN TECHNICOLOR
HOBO GADGET BAND
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It's a ear with a gay, carefree air
TUES. & WED.
March 8-9

that's fun to drive every season of the year...

Ida LUPINO
Cornet WILDE

THUR. & FRI.
rch 10-11
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talk about

NO WONOIN
ROAD ROW
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The Jeepster is as informal as a sport coat, and twine
as much fun to be in. Your first ride in this daring
new car will set you to making plans. The sleek, race
appearance cloaks a chassis that's engineered to ride
lower and safer. The Jeepster's low weight and the
mighty 'Jeep' engine, with overdrive, will give you
great gas mileage. Perhaps you have noticed people
driving the Jeepster ... they all seem to be smiling.

Come in ... see the Jeepster and learn their secret.

Blackburn Motor Sales
Phone 135

Washington St.

•
B. F. AVERY and MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE

FARM EQUIPMENT
Sales - Parts - Service

FARM EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT
Phone 46
11th and Liberty
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Wherever Motion Pictures
Are Shown the Most
Discussed Drama This Year is

In Hopkinsville, It's

Incorpolatpd

Plus!
MUSICAL
COMEDY
NEWS

Added! ... '
, MUSICAL NOVELTY
TRAVELOGUE

•
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top, Look, Listen
To Your Child

David Tay lin Marke
eurents and teachers have come
o recognize that a certain amount
, r free discussion among child themselves can be both ther;tic and revealing, says Mrs.
Schick Grossman of the
,.ky Schools Association.
Mrs. Gross, who is the author
f such books as "Life With
amity," and -Ways and Means
Reaching Parents," was diector of the Parent Education
rogram at the Association for
iany years.
In her experience, she says,
iseussions in which children as
group participate have a vital
lace in their school program and
re essential for their best growth
nd development.
School age boys and girls show
'real social awareness, she
md. "They are living in a
odd where communication is
vcr closer and more vivid. Ten
eleven year olds are interted in themselves as individuIs They also want to understand
•olts and to find their place in
communities in which they
They want—and need—to
\i,ress their feelings. They show
cud for interpretation, direction
guidance but at the same
they display some real 'wisBy

SPEC iALLY

PROCESSED
CHICKS UP

Fos. BABY
OLD.
TO SIX WEEKS

10 Li. - 2S IA BAGS
AND 100 LB. PRINT BAGS

'HUNN-BMER All Mash
Is mod• by the Millers of
NUNN-ISMER All Purpose
Soft Wheat Flour.

THE PRINCETON LEADEk, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Fescue And Larino
Mixture Profitable
Ode Mullins ot fitk kman county figures he made $40 an acre
on 30 acres of Ky. 31 fescue and
ladino clover pasture, Warren
Thompson, county agent, reports
the story.
Mr. Mullins seeded his 3Q-acre
field in the fall of 1945. In September, 1948, he turned 57 head
of cattle in the field, leaving
them there until Dec. 10. During
that time, they had no other feed.
Mullins estimated the cattle pin
on a little more than 100 pounds
a head, or a total of about 6,000
pounds, worth about 20 cents a
pound. "Where else could a farmer make as much on a small investment and no work?" asked
Mr. Mullins.
There are two living species of
walrus, one found in the Atlantic,
the other in the Pacific.
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Etngs1)111
PICKLES
Qt. iar 25c

1) bite Cream Style

CORN
No. 2 CCM 10C

TOMATOES
2 No. 2 cans 25c

KETCHUP
I4-oz. bottle 25c

CRISCO

Perfect Strike

SHORTENING

3 lb. can 95c

CHUM SALMON
Trolly lines in the United States
once had special cars to carry
milk and mail, also street sprinkling cars, and in one instance, a
funeral car.
dom' and a good deal of insight.
Perhaps we do not always sufficiently appreciate, respect and
utilize the good sense of vast
numbers of our school age children!"
Not only do children reveal
themselves in group discussion—
their anxieties, fears, hopes and
drqams tell us where they are in
their thinking and share their experiences—but they also offer us
their own interpretation of and
reactions to the adults in their
environment and the events of
the day. Thus they help us better to understand not only themselves but also ourselves and the
world we are creating.
Boys and girls need to be fortified both by adult friendliness
and the attention, recognition and
comradeship of one another, Mrs.
Grossman says. They need to
learn how to talk and act in
groups, and to experience pleasure in good conversation. They
must learn about the universality
of problems and sense that there
has been and must always be an
on-going search for greater human wisdom.
They must learn that there
often are multiple solutions to
problems and that there are wide
individual differences among people and cotiditions.
Good human relationships may
be cemented through satisfying
group discussions when opportunities ;re provided for the expression of thought and feelinas
in a benign atmosphere of givt
and take, of shared learning Thir
is the essence of tne dramatic
process so essential not only in
our children's here-and-now but
in behalf of the ever-widening
circles in which they will move
in the days and years ahead.

1-1b. tall can 49c

Campbells

TOMATO SOUP
oz. can

1OC

N. B. ('. Premium

• CRACAKERS
1-lb. box 23c

Ann Page Pure

Strawberry Preserves

Lb. jar 37c
Read A &P's Lower Price on "Super-Right"
A&P Fancy

SAUER KRAUT
No. 254 Can

2 for 23c
GRAPEFRUIT,8-lb. bag _ 49c
SAVORY ROAST

(OOKED

PORK LOIN, rib end_ _ lb. 45c

HAM,shank portion_ _lb. 55c
PEAS
No. 2 can 10c

FULL DRESSED

AI I 6001) or DAWN

SLICED BACON

SQUARE CUT SHOULDER

lb. 39c

FISH

AND

Cut From 12 to 16 lb. avg. slabs
JUICY FLORIDA

SMOKED JOWLS, sugar cured, lb .47c

EAFOOD

READY FOR THE PAN

TOMATO CATSUP

OF BOSTON

14-oz. bottles

lb. 47c

SLAB BACON

LAMB ROAST, sq. cut shoulder, lb. 53c
VEAL CHOPS, rib .
. lb. 89c
Good Quality

lb. 55c

VEAL ROAST

SUGAR CURED (4 to 8 lb. avg.)

SMOKED PICNICS

SANDLER

lb. 57c

FRYERS,fresh

lb. 49c

VALUES

lb. 29c
. lb. 39c

HADDOCK FILLETS

POTATOES, 10-lb. bag _55c
U. S. No. 1
YELLOW ONIONS

5 lb. bag 29c

ROME APPLES, fancy

2 lbs. 29c

GREEN PEPPERS, large,5 for

19c

TOMATOES, fancy

tube 25c

POTATOES, Fla. Red Bliss, 3 lbs.

STANDARD

RED PERCH,fillets

U. S. NO. 1 MAINE

__ pt. 59c

OYSTERS, fresh

OCEAN FISH, H&G Whiting,. lb. 17c

2 for 25c

SCOTCH KALE, Curley

25c

2 lbs. 25c

CELERY, Pascal

each 39c

A&P CREAM STYLE

CORN

No. 2 can 20c

ANN PAGE

LARGE FRESH
55c
EGGS ta°„,,":,

HOT CROSS
29c
BUNS

Iona

TOMATO JUICE

VINEGAR_qt.20c
IONA PEACHES, No. 21
/
2 can .....25c

TONA HOMINY, No. 2/
1
2 can. 2..

Big 46-oz. can

Dried Fruits For Every Taste
CellOfilm bag

CHOICE EVAPORATED
A

CHEESE FOOD

EL FOOD VANILLA ICED

CHED-O-BIT

CREME FILLED

WILDMERE—Fresh Creamery

COFFEE CAKE

ea. 35c

BUTTER

LAYER CAKE

Rajah

GENUINE MOCCASIN
with handsewn vamp an,

With "soft" shoes in the news, we must
remember the moccasin was the first "softii
.

res
ost
r is
/

of them all. Here it is, enhanced
with lady-like details of low shell
fines, lattice strops and buttons
(no button hook needed).

AAA to B

ea. 49c

BAR CAKE, Devils Food
ea. 49c
CINNAMON BREAD, loaf
19c
COFFEE CAKE, Pineapple top., ea. 29c
MARVEL BREAD, White, 11
/
2 lb loaf 18c
DINNER ROLLS, light
pkg. 10c
DONUTS, sugar or cinnamon, doz. 19c

CREAM Cheese

lb. 48c

. 2 lb. ctn. 35c
LARD, fresh pure,
86c
VELVEETA, Krafts, 2 lb. loaf
AMERICAN CHEESE, sliced....lb 47c
qt 20c
SWEET MILK, Grade A, past.
BISCUITS, Ballards oven ready 2 ctn 27c
lb 27c
COTTAGE CHEESE

PEACHES

1-lb 29c

A&P SEEDLESS

RAISINS 2 15-oz. pkgs. 29c
SUNSWEET PRUNES, lg. 2 lb. box 39c
ENGLISH WALNUTS, new crop, lb. 39c
Big Top Vac Packed

BLANCHED PEANUTS,8-oz. tin

25c

AMERICA'S NO. 1 FAVORITE

A&P COFFEE

Qt. jar 45c

SURE GOOD
lb. 25c

BUTTONAIRE*

1-lb. roll 70c

WISCONSIN

CARAMEL ICED DOUBLE DIPPED

SALAD DRESSING

2-lb. loaf 77c

ea. 39c

YER CAKE

Mild and Mellow

MP SELF SERVICE

Rich and Full Bodied

RED CIRCLE . . . .

CIGARETTES
Ctn. $1.65

44c lb.

Vigorous and Winey

BOKAR

47c lb.

•odst.oi Auto. U. S. Pat. OIL
GREEN or HONEY BEIGE

ES

Delicious Luncheon Meat

Dog Ration

Old Dutch

4

Swift's Prem
12-oz. can 43c

Strongheart
3 cans 29c

Cleanser
2 cans 24c

HOPKINSVILLE

Uor Delicious Salads

Snowdrift

Shortening
Wesson Oil
pt. 35c qt. 67c 3 lb. can 95c
I III. (AN

38e

Regullr Size

Soap Powder

SOAP
3 bars 26c

Super Suds
Lg. pkg. 30c
2 HI I; PKGS. 25c

4,001

Baptist Church
Has Television

Livestock Market
The cattle market IVIIS about $1

Red Rockets Win In
lust Five Minutes

'Flailing until the last five minutes of play, tL VFW Red Rock:.. it in pressets basketb.ili
Minister Fights Tavern
...it the
ure to e • • • • :..:
58-54,
Morganfield 1.1,1.1.
Lure To Help His
But. . gym.
Saturday night
Young People
Paul Jones scot ed 24 'pants and
When tavern keepers started Sam Goheen was runner-up with
installing television sets in their
businesses to attract customers,
-Dunn
the Rev. Darrell C. Richardson, With Coleman
Mrs. Lucille Sherman has acCovington, Ky., feared they may cepted a position as bookkeeper
encourage some of his young at Coleman-Dunn Co.
people to take the drink habit.
Immediately he resolved to trade
Elouise Jones DI
blows, tit for tat, with this comMiss Elouise Jones is Ill at her
petition to the way of life he home, her sister-in-law, Mrs.
preaches from one of the city's Bernard Jones, has informed The
Baptist pulpits.
Leader.
Now, thanks to Pastor Richardson and members of The Fort churches.
Pastor Richardson, himself an
Mitchell Baptist Church, the city's
youth can see their television athlete, has a well rounded recshows in the church's recreation reation program including eight
hall. It is believed to be the first basketball teams, "to help our
television set used in the youth young people have a good, wholerecreation programs of American some time."

"" SINCLAIR SERVICE STATION,
N. JEFFERSON, now open 7
days a week. FREE wash job,
with purchase of 10 gallons
gas. oil change and 'grease job.
3tp
Arnold Prince, Prop.
For your auto and truck repairing needs, visit Homer Fuller's
ltc
garage on Dawson Road
FOR SALE: Modern 5-room
house. 303 S. Darby street. All
new paint and paper job inside.
Alvin Lisanby, Phone 87 oflIce;
2tp
167 residence.
FOR SALE: 2 good work mares.
I brood sow. J. A. Gill, Rt. 3,
2tp
Fredonia.
_
WANTED TO RENT: 4, 5 or 6
room apartment or house,
furnished or unfurnished, gas
2tp
preferred. Call 138.

THE TABLETS HE WILL NOT SELL
They are modem miracle drugs ... the sulfas ... but your pharmacist
will not sell them to you without a prescription.
He knows they are dramatically effective against many infections
are saving thousands of lives each year . .. but he also knows that,
improperly used, they may affect the kidneys, cause headaches and
severe nausea, or produce other equally uncomfortable and undesirable
reactions.
When your physician prescribes the sulfa drugs he watches for these
danger signs and can take prompt, effective steps to prevent serious
complications. Without this supervision you cannot take sulfa drugs
,,,safely. The sulfa drugs are not the only drugs which are unsafe for selfmedication. There are others in the same class which require the supervision of a physician to safeguard their use. They, too, are dispensed
only on prescription.
Remember this: your pharmacist will never sell you a drug over his' counter
unless it is safe to take according to the directions on the label. That is your
protection against unknowingly damaging your health ... and it's his
refusal to sell potentially dangerous drugs except on prescription that
gives you your greatest protection.
Your pharmacist is responsible for your safety in the drugs you use
.. and he takes his obligation seriously. This is but one phase of your
pharmacist's contribution to public health.-Reprinted from a cepyrightal
advertisement published by Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 126

UK Team Given
2 Tourney Bids
Wildcats To Play In
NCAA And NIT At
Madison Square Garden
The sleek, trial lines of the Stetson Whippet...and the
bold sweep of its bound brim, help to give you that
confident, up-and-coming look that says you're "going
places." And the Whippet is going places, too-it's
America's favorite hat!

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

New York-AP-Kentucky today accepted bids to both the
NCAA basketball playoffs and
the Nationil Invitational Tournament.
Asa Bushnell, commissioner of

Your insurance is just
as good as your agent's
knowledge and sincere
desire to provide you
with the protection you
need. We built our
business on keeping
abreast of the times
and always protecting
our clients' interests.

COMPLETE INSURANCE StrefiCE
"None 8/
Sr

Ill Wtsr M

the Eastern College Athletic Conference and director of the invitation tournament opening here
March 12, said Kentucky had formally announced its decision to
participate in the eight-team
meet at Madison Square Garden.
Kentucky, which won the
NCAA championship last year,
also will represent the third district in the eastern NCAA playoffs at Madison Square Garden
March 21 and 22, Bushnell said.
The Wildcats, who furnished
five players for the victorious U.
S. team in the 1948 Olympics, thus
became the first team in history
with a chance to store a grand
slam by taking both major postseason fixtures.

Card Of Thanks

highei this week than last week
and was active at the advance.
The hog market rose slightly.
TOTAL HEAD-1030
Long fed steers- 420-$24
Short fed steers- $20-$22
Medium quality butcher
cattle-7418-521.
Baby beeves---$21-$24
Fat cows-516-519
Canners and cutters-513-516
Bulls-none offered
Stock cattle-$20424
Fecder cattle-519423
No. 1 veals-$31
No. 2 veals-$29
Throwouts-$13-$24
Hogs:
200-230-$21.25
235-280--$19
285-400-V8
405 and up--$17
120-155-517.50
160-195-$20.25
Roughs 450 and under-516.50
Roughs over 450-515.50

RELIEF AT LAST
ForYour COUGH
Creounstrion relic yes promptly because
it sorts sis'it so die oat of the s rouble
an help ka,irn and espel germ laden
phlegm and aid Lawrie $11 *tooth* and
brat raw, touter, loll/Awed bronchial
fflUtOt11411111*WilfSnell. Tell your &oftsr Set
to sell you a bottle of Creoloulsion
wills the understanding you WWI like
the way it quidrly alirlys the cough
et rtYll ea. so here roof moot? beds.

CREOMULSION
Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
for

All

The Senior Class of Butler High
School wishes to thank the following for the equipment used in
FOR SALE: Farrnall-H tractor
the play, "Miss Jimmey." Mor- WANTED: Painting to do of all
with slat-wmg breaking plow,
kinds,
interior
work
specialty;
gan's Furniture Store, Mrs. H.
disc cultivator, and 7-foot disc
work
guaranteed.
Free
estimate.
M. Price, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
harrow. Also weed killer maVeteran. L. Sedberry, 431 S
P'Pool, Mitchell Implement Co.,
chine. See Herbert Champion,
Jefferson,
Phone
175.
2tp
Mrs. Lee Cardin, Mrs. Frank
Kuttawa.
2tp
Craig, Mrs. L. D. Rorer, Mrs. G. AUTO GLASS: Sheet safetyf
T. Shoulders, Mrs. E. R. Wilson,
glass cut and installed in all
Young Lumber Yard, Mrs. Vircars. Williams Texaco Service!
gil Creekmur, Mrs. W. D. ArmStation, Corner Plum & main.
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
strong, Princeton Mills, and Mrs.
Phone 557.
tfc
• quart jar
"Buddie" Varble.
Itc
FOR SALE: 1 used Maytag washOLEOMARGARINE, Nu Maid,
Walruses normally reach a
er; 1 used 7 ft. Frigidaire repound
weight of about 2,009 pounds.
frigerator. McConnell Electric

S. Seminary St
Phone 260

ing which

See for yourself how the
dual purpose R. C. Allen
Cash Register will give
you more for your money
- more features, more
N
protection, more dependability, more accuracy,
--4001"
more control. Immedia_tely interchangeable adding machine or rash r,p.ster.
Faaily adaptable for specific needs
Pb... for a FM doiseemetrwthen. N. elelkysitiess.

702 S. Main St.

IN ONE EASY COATI
Kem-Tone covers nilast surfaces with one quick coat!
No priming, no siring!

DRY IN ONE HOURI
Replace furnishings-enjoy
your Kern-Tone room one
hair after painting!

19-oz. can. -10c

Kem.:Torie itiJr..as to wallpaper, paint, plaster! No
fuss, no muss, no bother!

CHECK THESE
HEM-TONE IMPORTANT
ADVANTAGES!
1. APPlies like
magic!
2. One coat covers
most
interior surfaces!
lir
3. Right over
wallpaper,
paint, plaster!
al•
4 Dries in one
hour! [j
5. Gorgeous
new colors! tp6. Rich, suede-like
finish!rir
7. No "minty.'odor!
lir
8. Washable!
Durable! rit
9. One gallon does
average room!

Kem-Tone always cornea through with every value you
expect in paint-and much, much more. A decorator finish
friends will envy! A finish no ordinary flat paints can
match!
Best of all, Kern-Tone is fantastically low
in cost. Only a few dollars buys you the best
looking room you ever owned! Over 40,000,000
rooms hare been painted with Kern-Tone!
lea Tem Tram ,2k rd ad ea lee Ten hkr Isnot ..
lea Tam 4" IRA
52.31
Plutk/strk. 2S0 lk.
Indurate Ism

TOMATO SOUP, Heinz,
11-oz. can
LIMA BEANS, Scott County
19-oz. can, Sc

BABY FOOD, Gerber's, east. strained,
41
/
2 ox can, Sc, 3 for

'
t
See exciting related patterns which carry the
basic design of one room •
Into another... that'develop
contrasting but harmonized thrills that will make
your home an unforgettable
experience to all who visit it.

.,
.-v , .

,L

RED SALMON, Del Monte, sockeye

? i.'4•A' " 742
. r -77

,,,i-

..

,

APRICOT PRESERVES, Smucker s

or

35(

pure, 2 lb. jar
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
16-oz can

19(

PRUNES, Red Tag
29-oz. can

15(

SALT MACKERAL

35(
15(

pound
HOMINY, scott County
19 oz. can, Sc, 3 for

1 :ealf, lib.,ear. ilta ci.ht iltoP elsdhAaft'o el i :hesa ch °'c tf hrab°71;u'i alid ue a .r
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if

we c
l'arofeYx$720.000
1e'
alnizies
Puuteaott$0311)
$4000.000,

!tidily see how

TOMATO CATSUP, Garden City
14 oz. bottle

12/(

PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
1-1b. can, 16c,

if we sh
Gfariergoaissey,
buildin
sg :
perh
"I'L
ehmi
teatabtc'ar
ived,bu

COFIF:E.
40cLanini Cup
S1
RED GOOSE FLO
.L1114 Plain
"-37. for3 for 21
25 lb. bag

$1.59

hin
flit parediiielkneol:otltddbia:awnivtiitalntilcia;
Pr

NEW ORLEANS MOLASSES, genuine
sugarhouse, lb.
PINK SALMON, McGovern's best
Alaska, 1 lb. can

d :cun
t):ch
sai
hidnisheit p
inreft

t

L."

29(
61(

PEACHES, Mid Summer, halve-,

thdTh::Lto:
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:
rl,towhoel

heavy syrup, 29 oz. can

anDPecoaurnedty
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Hopkinsville, Ky

;

,. .

VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Bo

FRESH FRUITS AND
SEED POTATOES, select cobblers
lb. Sc, 98 lbs.

$3.69

ONION SETS, white

SEED POTATOES, certified cobblers
lb. Sc, 98 lb. bag

s3

ONION SETS, Yellow,
lb. 10e, 32 lbs.

lb. 11c, 32 lb. bag

the:17ldSbIuyral's:r8C°YtS'eilGrnu:vai;gtlr.1PriletaPH.:14 erk'silteo°1:Intdlifeb'Sa;t-B('ealpt:1`
determimi
PORK SAUSAGE
1 lb. roll, lb.

MARCH IS "WALLPAPER STYLE MONTH" 1949

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT HEADQUARTERS

k.,

PEACHES, Del Monte, halves
heavy syrup, 29-oz. can

.7;7f
. ,-*". 7";':

1'..
'' .4..4.. 94
.,•., M + •

Eldred Hdwe. Company
Phone 321

31(
32(
21
49
35(
29‘
25(
for28(
10(
25('
28(

3 for

TURNIP GREENS, Little M111
19 oz. can, 10c, 3 for

,
A color coordinated floral, designed I.
grace this bedrooms of any period

the
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KRAUT, Meeter's
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Office Furniture and Equipment

the thrilling, brand new de-

Miff OVER.I.NATIPRPERI._

Cummins Oil
Co.

CASH
REGISTER

versatility, color and de-

*
Kem-Tone is mede with
scientifically treated OILS
and RESINS.

es
ikPePriitrntiiclestipnotd,ci.l,
tut.

C. Allen

sign of wallpaper. Enjoy

RESIN FINISH

In

true
rcoa eva
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..,:,.Siernoftmo

SALT WHITE FISH,
bulk, pound

offers the

, Toka:141
ciE,go°uote

revise'
f
.m than ave
the
tnh
sre olfitarid
:lessmenTpo
It

FRUIT COCKTAIL, Stokely,
Monte
or Libby, 29-oz. can
Del

walls - no other wall cover-

111011 MOTOR/NC REAM
,
because it gleam u
mei. Drive I. rods,
be glad you mad. the (L.,
to HAVOLINE

Os

stimkg
sod
C 'T. Foliar
latrftucrie stytdioo

OLEOMARGARINE, My Choice
2 lbs.

In your home than your

MORI 9,45 MMES,
II81011DRIVINC ECONOMY

Service Guaranteed

PEAS, Green Giant, large tender
17-oz. can
There is no more itn-

810/111 POWER .

Makes

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.

r

•This New and
Improved Motor Oil gives

RADIO
Repair

ONE DAY radio service on all
makes and models. Satisfactory work at reasonable prices
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Ra- Mrs. Davis Ill
Mrs. Walter Davis is ill at her
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
the Railroad. Call 423-3. tfc home in the Otter Pond community, her granddaughter, Mrs.
FOR SALE: Wisconsin Choice Lucille Pool, told The Leader
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B. Monday.
tested and vaccinated for shipping fever. Delivered on apTry a Leader Classified Ad!
proval to your farms in lots of
Co.
ltc
5 or more. 8 weeks old or
more-$50 per head: 12 weeks LOST: Pointer bird dog;
brown
old-560 per head. Get your
head and body ticked. Finder,
order in for spring delivery
please return to Jack Henry,
now. Write or wire Merlin J.
Henry & Henry Monument
13tp
Rux, Muscoda, Wisc.
Works or call. 96.
ltc
FOR SALE: Building lots, large Car Heaters, Stewart Werner
or small, for your suburban
Heaters
repaired, installed,
home or business. Just outside
sold. Williams Texaco Service
on
Highway
62,
city limits
Station. Corner Plum & Main.
Dawson Road. Dewey P'Pool,
Phone 557.
tfc
ltp
Rt. 2, Princeton.
_
FOR
SALE:
Modern
home;
good
PIANOS: Both new and used.
condition; stoker fired furAace;
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
attic fan; 5 rooms, full bath
Hopkinsville, Ky.
52tp
downstairs; two rooms, two
piece bath upstairs. Greatly reBEST GRADE No. 1 Korean Lesduced price. Shown by appedeza Seed $9.50 cwt. Also
pointment. Call 732.
2tp
have another good grade Korean seed for $7.50 cwt. See us
Kennedy and Stallins - Electfor better prices on ton lots and
rical contractors: REA wiring
all other kinds of field seeds.
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Corbin Farm Supply, ProviPhone 3654 or 54I-W.
tie
dence Phone 91, Dixon 102. 2tc
WANTED: Reliable man wan car
TAX ACCOUNTING & BOOKwanted to call on farmers in
KEEPING SERVICE: ContinuCaldwell county. Wonderful opous service, at a monthly miniportunity. $15 to $20 in a day.
mum charge by experienced
No experience or capital reaccountant. Formerly with Inquired. Permanent. Write today.
ternal Revenue Service. Write
McNess Company, Dept. A,
or phone Virgil C. Summers,
Freeport, Ill.
2tp
Tax Accountant, Marion, Ky.
Phones: Home 396-J; office 56 For more beautiful walls use
4tc
RED SPOT flat wall paint only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
FOR RENT: 3-room apartment,
colors with Semi-Gloss or
vacant March 7. Adults. TeleParmolite finish. JOINER'S-phone 291 or see Mrs. Larue
your friendly hardware.
tfc
Mounce, 503 N. Jefferson at. ltp

portant decorative unit
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